1 x Commode Seat and Seat cover
1 x Commode Frame
1 x Commode Bucket and Lid
4 x Legs

Instructions

Unfold the commode frame
Insert the front cross bar into the front brackets (located on the front legs of the commode frame). Ensure both metal pins “CLICK” completely into holes
Adjust all 4 legs by moving the metal legs UP or DOWN over frame. Line up the metal pins with the corresponding holes; ensure the metal pins “CLICK” completely into holes. Make sure the height of each leg is the same.

“Snap” on the toilet seat and cover to the back support bar
Attach the U-bar by inserting both ends into the back of the commode frame. Ensure the metal pins “CLICK” completely into holes
Use the commode with the bucket for bedside and the splash guard with the commode for over the toilet use

Folding the commode
Adjust legs to the lowest setting or remove to optimize space (optional)
Push-in the metal pins and remove the U-bar
Remove bucket or splash guard
Push-in the metal pins to release the front cross bar and fold it down
Fold down the toilet seat and lid
Fold the commode as shown

Warranty
If this product proves to be defective in material or workmanship within one year of purchase, please return it to the address below. It will be repaired or replaced without charge upon receipt of the unit prepaid with $20.00 to cover handling, packaging and return postage. Please include proof of purchase, your full name, address, daytime phone number or email address.

Toll Free: 1-800-387-8520

BIOS Medical
16975 Leslie Street
Newmarket, ON L3Y 9A1
www.biosmedical.com